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5. Ludwig Van Beethoven 

I. Answer the Following Questions.  

1. At what age did Beethoven start studying the piano? 

 Ans: - Beethoven started studying the piano when he was four years old.  

2. Why did Beethoven stop learning music from Joseph Haydn? 

 Ans:-Beethoven stopped learning music from Joseph Haydn because he became 

 tired of giving him credit for his songs.  

3. How dedicate was Beethoven to writing music? 

 Ans:-Beethoven was very dedicated to writing music he worked for hours on it. 

 If he was out for dinner and didn’t have his notebook he would write on a menu. 

 He even wrote on a window shade.  

4. What happen to Beethoven in his 20s? 

Ans:-In his 20s, Beethoven began to lose his hearing.  

5. Which composition did Beethoven compose when he was completely deaf? 

Ans: - When he was completely deaf, he composed ‘ode to Joy’.  

 

 

 

II. Fill in the Blanks.  

 

1. Beethoven’s father was a Singer.  

2. Beethoven, as a ten year old, started taking lesson from Christian Neefe.  

3. He gave Concert around Europe.  

4. He used some instruments in the Orchestra to sound like birds in the forest.  

5. If he didn’t have a notebook, he wrote on the back a menu.  

6. Beethoven could hear the songs in his mind.  

7. His famous composition is ode to joy. 

 

 

III. Circle the preposition in each sentence. (pg: 37) 

 

1. Emily ran (across) the street.  

2. He dived (into) the pool  

3. She started dancing even (before) the music began.  

4. The puppy rested (under) warm blanket.  

5. She jumped (on) the couch.  

6. The book is (on) the table.  

7. I can see her (behind) the windows.  

8. The children are (in) the classroom.  

9. The sky is (above) the earth.  

10. The cat chased the mouse (into) its hole.  
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IV. Underline the preposition in the following. Then write a new sentence of our 

own using preposition.  

(pg: 39) 

1. Under the tree   2. Into the room   3. Over the house 

4. Out of the classroom  5. Past the sweet shop  6. Before my birthday 

7. After the exams   8. During the holidays  9. Towards the back 

10. Through the forest  11. Near the river   12. With her friends 

13. Across the street   14. On the table   15. In the garden  

 

 

 

 Fun play (Do it in your textbook) (pg: 39) 

what musical instrument item am I? 

For each picture, choose the word that best describes it. 

Ans: 

 1. Drum  2. Guitar   3. Shehnai   4. Flute   

 5. Harmonium  

 6. Veena 7. Xylophone 8. Benjo  9. Trumpet 

 

LEARNING WORDS 

(Kindly do the below exercises in your textbook). 

 Match the description with its picture.(pg:35) 

 Where is the Puppy?(pg:37) 


